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Our modern world is no longer imaginable without elec-
tronic data processing. You generate information from
data. These pieces of information help you make deci-
sions. We virtually face the decision-making process
everywhere and permanently. Decisions control our
processes and create our services and material pro-
ducts. However, this is not just about making decisions;
it is also about how good these decisions are. You reach
a decision on the basis of your experience or your per-
sonal assessment of the respective situation, but you
may also come to a decision by applying a well-structu-
red method based on hard figures, data and facts.
For economic reasons, companies normally control pro-
cesses based on sample inspections, especially in indu-
strial production. This fact compels us to accept risks. A
sample inspection always incurs the risk to make a
wrong decision. In order to calculate this risk, you
necessarily have to master statistical methods. The basic
methods include statistical tests.
There is currently no simple method dealing with the
variation of our processes in an elegant and easier way
but statistical tests. These tests offer a binary result pro-
vided with a calculated risk. Statistical tests separate
chance from changes affecting a process systematically,
they distinguish between signal and noise, they sort the
wheat from the chaff. It is not possible to imagine a sin-
gle step of the product life cycle without these tests. So
they should be a standard tool for anyone making deci-
sions based on figures, data and facts.
In order that the statistical test provides the desired
result reliably, users have to master the methods on the
one hand and must even meet certain requirements for
the preparation, implementation and finishing process
on the other hand. The following article describes this
process step by step for parameter tests, i.e. tests deter-
mining whether the parameters of the population are
significant. Each step includes specific questions that
you have to answer and tasks you have to perform befo-
re taking the next step. Finally, an example illustrates
this approach.

1. Which probability distribution best describes the
current situation?
– Find out about the following aspects:

o Do you have a sample? Does your sample des-
cribe the situation “reliably”?

o Do you work with discrete or continuous data?

– In case of discrete data, what is the suitable distri-
bution model? (The probability distribution and its
parameters depend on this model.)
o Number of defective units - binomial distribu-

tion
o Number of defects per unit – Poisson distribu-

tion

– In case of continuous data, test whether the nor-
mal distribution model describes the data.

2. Which parameter of the distribution do you want
to test?
– What do you want to know? What do you want to

know about your sample? How much information
do you have about the population – maybe you
even know its variation?

– Find out about the following aspects:
o Do you want to test a shift parameter or
o a parameter of variation or
o do you want to test both parameters or
o just an error rate?

– Make the data analysis. Calculate the statistics for
the shift parameter and parameter of variation or
the error rate based on your sample.

3. Which kind of comparison do you want to make?
– Define whether you want to

o make a nominal-actual value comparison (sam-
ple vs. customer requirement),

o compare two actual values (two samples) or
o draw a comparison between several samples.

4. Which hypotheses do you have to formulate?
– Formulate a null and an alternative hypothesis.

o The null hypothesis H0 describes that nothing
has changed. The expected signal disappears in
the noise (i.e. in the variation or confidence
interval of the parameter to be tested).

o The alternative hypothesis H1 is always opposed
to the null hypothesis H0. (H1 always reflects
what we are attempting to demonstrate!)
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o The parameter x either
shows a significant deviation from y (i.e. it is 
unequal to y),
is significantly less than y or
is significantly greater than y.

5. Which test should you choose?
– Select the right statistical test. Statistical software

will help you find a suitable test since they provide
decision trees supporting you in gaining the appro-
priate test.

– Define the error probability α. α usually amounts
to 5%, 1% or 0.1%.

– Conduct the statistical test.

6. What is the test result?
– The test result also provides the P-value. Compare

this value to the error probability α. 
– Alternative: The test result also provides the test

statistic. Compare this statistic to the critical quan-
tile.

– Based on this comparison, draw a conclusion
about the “statistically formal” decision regarding
the null hypothesis.
o P ≥ α: The null hypothesis is not rejected.
o P < α: The null hypothesis is rejected in favor of

the alternative hypothesis. You have to accept
the alternative hypothesis.

7. How does the test result refer to the real situa-
tion?
– Formulate an answer describing the test result as

follows: “The test result means that… (the test
parameter is significant / is not significant or the
result of the data analysis is random / is not ran-
dom).”

– Transfer the test result to your real situation.

8. What is the power of the test? How “good” is it?
– Find out whether the test result is plausible depen-

ding on
o the sample size,
o error probability α,
o the probability of a type II error or power of the

test
o a “technologically reasonable” shift in location

that can be proved, a “technologically reasona-
ble” change in variation or a “technologically
reasonable” change in the error rate.

These eight steps provide a sort of guidance for perfor-
ming statistical tests and shall help you get along with it.
The following example illustrates these steps. The soft-
ware qs-STAT® shows the required statistical evalua-
tions.

For the width of a keyway, all calculated Cp-values and
Cpk-values only amounted to about 1. These values did
not meet the requirement of at least 1.33. In order to
reach better values, i.e. higher values, a reduction of the
variation was required. The responsible process engi-
neer immediately had an idea of how to improve the
process and implemented it. The next 20 parts were
produced under modified process conditions and mea-
sured afterwards.

Graphics, such as value chart, histogram or box plot fre-
quently visualized the distribution of continuous charac-
teristics. Process engineer, machine operator and pro-
duction manager quickly reached an agreement in this
example: The box plot in Figure 1 clearly showed that
the corrective action reduced the variation of the cha-
racteristic considerably!

Even the numerical values of the standard deviations
from both samples proved that the process variation
was less now, see Figure 2. So the standard deviation
was reduced and only amounted to 76% of the original
standard deviation.

The process engineer had a good feeling and asked for a
new process capability analysis based on a total of 125
parts. After several shifts had done their work, the new
result was available – but suddenly all people involved
were a bit confused when hearing about the recalcula-
ted values. Cp = 0.99 and Cpk = 0.95.

Figure 1: Box plot showing the characteristic before and after
taking corrective action

Figure 2: Average and standard deviation s before and after
taking corrective action  
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What happened?
When dealing with the “perceived truths” mentioned
above, the engineer, operator and manager ignored two
important aspects:
• The standard deviations sbefore and safter calculated

from the two samples are just estimates of the true
but unknown standard deviations σ of the two popu-
lations. Based on the fact alone that the standard
deviation safter is less than sbefore you cannot suggest
that this circumstance also complies with the popu-
lation. The calculated deviation might even be pure
chance!

• The sample size after taking corrective action is rela-
tively small, it just includes 20 parts. In general, the
following rule applies. The smaller the sample size,
the higher the uncertainty in the range in which the
true standard deviation of the population is expec-
ted.

Only a statistical test can evaluate whether the correcti-
ve action led to a significantly reduced standard
deviation σ of the population; only such a test provides
an objective answer to this question.

In order to conduct a statistical test, we take the eight
steps mentioned above.

1. Which probability distribution best describes the
current situation?
The normal distribution describes the distribution of
the continuous characteristic “width of the keyway”.
The qs-STAT® software defines normal distribution as
suitable model for both samples. This histogram
shown in Figure 3 confirms this result.

2. Which parameter of the distribution do you want
to test?
We want to test whether the parameter of the stan-
dard deviation was reduced due to the measure
taken by the process engineer.

3. Which kind of comparison do you want to make?
We have to compare two populations with respect to
their standard deviation. So we need a test compa-
ring two actual values. It is also referred to as 2-sam-
ple test.

4. Which hypothesis do you have to formulate?
Mathematically speaking, the null hypothesis H0 and
alternative hypothesis H1 are as follows:

With regard to the contents of these hypotheses, the
test shall confirm that the variation after taking cor-
rective action        is less than the variation 
before taking these measures. This variation is often
also referred to as variance.

5. Which test should you choose?

Experts in statistics already know which test to choo-
se after taking steps 1 to 4. It is the” two-sample F-
test”.

But even if you are not an expert in statistics, the
assistant for test procedures in the Sample Analysis
module of qs-STAT® will help you find the suitable
test. A tree diagram facilitates the selection of an ade-
quate test. Click on the respective box to reach the
next subordinate level. This is how you will find the
right test step by step. Figure 4 shows the result for
this example. 

6. What is the test result?
The test procedure assistant in qs-STAT® shows the
test result in the “Test” tab (Figure 5). 

Figure 3: Histogram before and after taking corrective action
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Figure 4: Selection of the two-sample F-test



Note: You select the desired hypotheses (see step 4) in the lower left-hand
corner of the window!

An elegant way to evaluate the test result is the comparison of the P-value
to the specified error probability α. This example applies the error
probability α = 5%. Figure 6 shows that the P-value amounts to 8.5%, i.e.
this value is greater than the error probability α = 5%. So the null hypo-
thesis is not rejected. The “test result” field also puts this result in words.

Please consider that this step just provides a “statistically formal” decision
regarding the null hypothesis. There are only two possible outcomes.
• The null hypothesis is rejected or
• the null hypothesis is not rejected.

7. How does the test result refer to the real situation?

The result achieved in step 6 means that the program did not identify any
significant reduction of the variation.

In other words, it is pure coincidence that the value of the standard devi-
ation in the sample reached after taking corrective action (safter = 0.0254
mm) is less than the standard deviation of the sample before taking these
measures (sbefore = 0.0334 mm).

Eventually, the “perceived truth” of an assumed improvement, as consi-
dered by the persons involved based on the sample data, was not confir-
med by the objective statistical test!

Figure 5: Selection of hypotheses and test results

Figure 6: Test result (extract from Figure 5)
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8. What is the power of the test? How “good” is it?
The “power” of a statistical test depends on the pro-
bability of possibly reaching a wrong decision. The
correlations are complicated and we will not go into
too much detail. We just want to mention the fact
that, from a statistical perspective, you can make two
different types of wrong decisions:

• You reject the null hypothesis even though it is cor-
rect (type I error or α-error).

• You do not reject the null hypothesis even though it
is not correct (type II error or β-error).

The “Planning” tab in the qs-STAT® software shows the
operating characteristic curve. It refers to β, the proba-
bility of making the type II error. In this example, this
probability depends on the variations in the populations 

and is applied as a function of this ratio.

Now you have to specify a value for this ratio, determi-
ne the probability β or the power of the statistical test 1–
β and calculate the minimum sample size.

In this example, the company specified 

and β = 10 % or 1 – β = 90 %. 

These specifications define that the test shall identify the
reduction to 2/3 ≈ 67% of the variation with a probabili-
ty of 90%. Figure 7 shows the respective operating cha-
racteristic curve in the form of a red line. The required
sample size amounts to at least 54 parts. 

However, the project engineer only drew a sample of 20
parts in this example. What are the consequences? A
green line illustrates the operating characteristic curve in
Figure 7.

The x-coordinate  

leads to a y-coordinate representing a probability of
about 47%, i.e. a reduced standard deviation of about
67% leads to the acceptance of the null hypothesis  with
a probability of 47% (β). Based on this situation, the
reduction of the standard deviation was not identified!
In other words, the probability of identifying a standard
deviation reduced to 67% amounts to 53% (1 – β), so
the test is not likely to detect this reduction!

Now, we reach the conclusion that the sample size of 
n = 20 parts selected by the operator was too small to
identify the respective reduction of the standard devia-
tion in a statistical test with certainty.

Conclusion
Statistical tests are an essential tool in inferential stati-
stics. They are part and parcel of many applied statisti-
cal procedures, e.g. measurement system analysis, sta-
tistical process control SPC or design of experiments
DoE. You cannot even do without statistical tests in Six
Sigma projects and when deciding about measures for
process improvement.

This article shall provide an insight into the application
of statistical tests and the corresponding opportunities.
We did not intend to discuss all aspects regarding the
application of statistical tests in detail.

We hope this article piqued your interest in this topic. In
this case, we recommend you to attend one of our semi-
nars on statistical procedures.  These seminars provide
you with a basic understanding of statistical procedures
and corresponding mathematical relationships, but they
also focus on a certain variety of graphics and diagrams
available to illustrate these tests. The Microsoft® Excel
standard software helps you apply methods requiring
lots of computational effort. Please contact the German
training and consulting company TEQ® or the respective
Q-DAS® subsidiary for information about available trai-
nings.

In case of on-site trainings you may decide whether you
want to use the commercial statistical packages of 
qs-STAT® or MINITAB®.

Do you have any questions? Please feel free to contact
the authors. Send an e-mail to frank.stockhaus@teq.de
or roman.wenig@teq.de.

Figure 7: Operating characteristic curves for the 
two-sample F-test
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